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Abstract:  Credit card fraud is a growing global concern. It involves use of some other persons credit/debit card for 

purchasing purposes or withdrawing funds. To address this issue, various fraud detection methods, including rule-based systems, 

machine learning algorithms, and deep learning models, have been developed. The work presented reviews the existing credit card 

fraud detection techniques, focusing on their strengths, weaknesses, and performance metrics. Additionally, we propose a  fraud 

detection approach that combines with various machine learning algorithms to enhance fraud detection accuracy. Our experimental 

results determine the fraudulent results based on user input data. The system detects the fraud based on the data that is fed to the 

system by individuals. The detection is carried out by using various machine learning algorithms. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

'Fraud' in credit card transactions is unauthorized and unwanted usage of an account by someone other than the owner of 

that account. Credit card fraud is a serious problem affecting financial institutions and cardholders globally, leading to significant 

financial losses and privacy breaches. Traditional rule-based fraud detection systems are limited in their ability to adapt to evolving 

fraud patterns and may generate high false positive rates, inconveniencing legitimate cardholders. 

Machine learning (ML) has emerged as a powerful tool in combating credit card fraud due to its ability to detect complex 

patterns in large datasets. ML algorithms can learn from historical transaction data to identify fraudulent activities and adapt to new 

fraud patterns in real-time. 

The work presented provides an overview of the use of machine learning in credit card fraud detection. We discuss various 

ML techniques, including supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and deep learning, and how they can be applied to detect  

fraudulent transactions. We also highlight the challenges and limitations of ML-based fraud detection and discuss future research 

directions in this field. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In today’s world the credit card fraud has become the major issue all over the world. The attackers try to steal sensitive 

information from the user and try to make unauthorized transactions.  

To deal with such problems some of the experts have created the system to minimize the risk of credit card fraud. This 

system detects whether the transaction made is fraud or not. Such type of systems has really helped the society and there are very 

low chances of frauds.  

From the ref. [1], the authors K.Ratna Sree Valli, P.Jyothi, G.Varun Sai, R.Rohith Sai Subash implemented different machine 

learning algorithms on an imbalanced dataset such as logistic regression, naïvebayes, random forest with ensemble classifiers using 

boosting technique. The credit card has become the most popular mode of payment. Each user uses the credit card for purchasing 

an item or any transaction purposes. The Dataset used by the authors was made available from Kaggle. This dataset contains the 

transactions, which was made in two days, in September 2013 by European cardholders. The dataset was divided into trained data 

set and test data set. 70% of the data set was under training and the remaining 30% was under testing.  

 

From the ref. [2] according to (Credit card statistics 2021) the number of people using credit cards around the world was 2.8 

billion in 2019, in addition 70% of those users own a single card at least. Reports of Credit card fraud in the US rose by 44.7% from 

271,927 in 2019 to 393,207 reports in 2020. The purpose of the work presented by the author “Meera AlEmad” is to stop fraudsters 

from the unauthorized usage of customers’ accounts  and to identify the credit card fraud using various machine learning algorithms.  

After collecting the necessary datasets four machine learning was created - KNN, SVM, Logistic Regression and Naïve Bayes. The 

dataset is sectioned into a ratio of 70:30, the training set will be the 70% and remaining set will be the testing set which is the 30%. 

As mentioned below we have added the system outputs which have been created by some of the experts which gi ves the brief 

overview of how Data Visualization tools and techniques and various machine algorithms can be used to detect the fraudulent 

transactions and gives the best result.  

 The figure 2.1 bellow shows the structure of the dataset where all attributes are shown with their types. 
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figure.2.1 The Structure of Dataset                            figure.2.2 Distribution of Class 

 

 

The figure 2.2 shows the class distribution, the red bar shows non-fraudulent transactions which contains 284,315 variables and the 

blue bar shows the fraudulent transactions which contains 492 variables. 

The authors from the ref [3] build the credit card fraud detection system using algorithms like – Logistic Regression, Naïve bayes, 

Decision Tree and ANN. 

The figure 2.3 shows the user interface of the system. The window consists of two buttons – train and predict. When the user clicks 

in “train” button the model will be trained and clicking on “predict” button it will redirect the user to next window.  

 

          
  figure.2.3 The User Interface of System      figure.2.4 Detection of fraud data 

 

The figure 2.4 shows the next interface when the user clicks on predict button. Here the user will see two features’ “data” a nd 

“predict button”. In data field the user enters the credit card data and then clicks on predict button. The system will show whether 

the entered data is fraud or not. 

From the ref [4] the below figure shows the graphical representation of linear regression. The figure shows that how the data can 

classified into equal classes and sometimes can overlap over each other.  

 

            
                                figure.2.5 Limitations of linear regression    figure.2.6 Comparison of Linear & Logistic Regression 

 

As shown in figure 2.5 The “star” represents the fraud transactions and “the disc” represents non-fraudulent transaction. The left 

graph represents linear regression that can classify data and the line that is passing through divides it into two equal categories or 

classes.[5]  

The right side of the figure 2.5 represents the limitations of linear regression. When the data overlap over each other the l ine that is 

passing through cannot classify the data into equal categories or classes. 

To overcome this problem referring to paper [6] logistic regression is being introduced. The below figure 2.6 shows the visual 

comparison between linear and logistic regression. As shown in the figure 2.6 the left side shows the graphical representation of 

linear regression. The logistic regression only deals with the continuous variable. After plotting the data, you will see a logistic 

regression hyperplane (straight line) which is not much understandable whether the data is being classified into equal classes or not.   

                                                                
                     figure.2.7 Logistic Regression on Credit Card Data                          equation.2.1 
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The above figure 2.7 illustrates the graphical representation of logistic regression. 

The logistic regression is related to classification of data using which we can classify the data into two equal classes. 

In logistic regression there is an important function called as “Sigmoid Function”. The below equation.2.1 shows the formula of 

sigmoid function. 

From the above equation.2.1, Y represents the output, e represents to euros constant (2.718), and -x represents independent variable 

which we need to transform. 

So basically, sigmoid function in logistic regression is simply trying to convert the independent variable into a expression of 

probability that ranges between 0 & 1 with respect to the dependent variable.[7] 

The logistic regression maps the real values in the interval of 0 & 1. 

0 – means there is no possibility or probability of a certain occurrence.  

1 – means there is probability of certain occurrence.  

Logistic Regression can be helpful in Fraud detections, disease diagnosis, emergency detection, span or no-span.  

The below figure 2.8 shows the fraud status based on gender using pie chart.  

 

 
figure.2.8 Fraud Status based on Gender 

 

 

 

 
figure.2.9 Fraudulent transactions based 

on various categories 

 

 

 
figure.2.10 Occurrence of Fraud transactions on weekdays  

 

The above figure.2.10 from paper [9] shows the occurrence of fraud transactions on weekdays. The x-axis represents the days and 

y-axis represents number of fraud count. The figure illustrates that in weekdays which day has the highest number of fraud count. 

The color bars represent days of week “red” represents Sunday, “blue” represents Monday, “yellow” represents Tuesday, “orange” 

and so on. The bar graph shows that Sunday is the day on which most fraud occurs (372) and Wednesday & Saturday are days on 

which least fraud occurs (264).  

There are many researches about credit card fraud detection where the authors usually imply the machine algorithms such as random 

forest, logistic regression, data visualization techniques. So, from the research papers we can make a brief overview that how credit 

card fraud detection system works as. 

Here is a simplified system flow for a credit card fraud detection system using machine learning:  

The below figure.2.11 shows the block diagram of the previous credit card fraud detection system. 

 

 

From reference [8] the authors made the 

visualization using pie chart that based upon 

the gender category it is classifying that how 

much percentage of male and female has 

made the credit card fraud. The “yellow” 

represents fraud done by male and “blue” 

represents fraud done by female. 

The above figure illustrates that 54.9% fraud 

are done by male and 45.1% fraud are done 

by female. 

 

 

 

The above figure.2.9 shows that how many 

percentages of frauds are made from the 

different categories. The graph represents five 

categories – shopping, grocery, misc., transport, 

and homecare. Among which the shopping 

category has highest number of frauds (1.13%) 

whereas homecare has least frauds (0.16%).  

This gives a brief representation to the user. The 

user can able to see in which categories most of 

the frauds are made. 
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figure.2.11 Block Diagram of Credit Card Fraud System 

 

From [10] the authors have made the detailed description about the flow of credit card fraud detection system. The steps are as 

follows- 

1. Data Collection: Transaction data is collected from credit card transactions, including transaction amount, timestamp, merchant 

information, and other relevant features. 

2. Data Preprocessing: The collected data is pre-processed to clean and prepare it for analysis. This may include handling missing 

values, encoding categorical variables, and scaling numerical features. 

3. Feature Engineering: Relevant features are selected or engineered from the transaction data. This step aims to extract meaningful 

information that can help differentiate between legitimate and fraudulent transactions.  

4. Model Training: A machine learning model is trained on the pre-processed data using a labelled dataset. Various ML algorithms 

such as logistic regression, random forest, or neural networks can be used for this purpose. 

5. Model Evaluation: The trained model is evaluated using a separate test dataset to assess its performance in detecting fraudulent 

transactions. Performance metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score are calculated to evaluate the model's 

effectiveness. 

6. Deployment: Once the model is trained and evaluated, it can be deployed into a production environment where it can 

continuously monitor incoming transactions for fraud.  

7. Real-time Detection: In the production environment, the deployed model analysis incoming transactions in real-time. If a 

transaction is flagged as potentially fraudulent, it can be further investigated or blocked to prevent financial losses. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The below figure.3.1 shows the block diagram of ARA-Credit Card Fraud Detection System. 

 
Figure.3.1 ARA system block diagram 

 

The previous credit card fraud detection system relied on data visualization techniques and basic algorithms to identify the 

fraudulent transactions. Most of the systems implemented the Data Visualization techniques to predict the credit card data These 

techniques include - histogram, pie chart, bar chart, heat map, scatter plots and many more [11]. 

The proposed new credit card fraud detection system (ARA – Credit Card Fraud Detection System) integrates machine learning 

algorithms to enhance fraud detection capabilities. By leveraging historical transaction data, the new system can learn and adapt to 

new fraud patterns in real-time.  

In our ARA – Credit Card Fraud Detection System to enhance detection, we are introducing several new features to further improve 

the system's accuracy and efficiency. These additional features are designed to address limitations identified in the cur rent system 

and to incorporate advanced techniques to combat emerging fraud patterns. By integrating these new features, we aim to strengthen 

the fraud detection capabilities of our system and provide better protection for cardholders and financial institutions.  

Comparing to other systems our “ARA Credit Card Fraud Detection System” has the better performance as it detects the 

fraudulent transaction within fraction of seconds. In our ARA system we are providing options such as- user can upload files, can 

view files report, can view account details, and change the password which are not available in any other systems. And most 

importantly our system provides the best security as the login can be done through one organization at a time, it will not be  available 

to all users in organization. 

Following are some features that we are providing: 

1. Login: The login page provides the user authentication. Before doing any analysis or prediction on your data you must login to 

the dashboard for further access. For security purposes we are providing only organization level login feature i.e not every user can 

login. So, the data remains safe with only one super user of each organization.  

2. User Dashboard: After Successful login the user enters the dashboard page. We are providing options such as- user can upload 

files, can view files report, can view account details, and change the password. 

3. Upload Files: User can upload their files for prediction and analysis. User can upload either single data file or multi data file. 

The user must specify the name & select the file and then click on submit button 
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4. Files Report: user can see the uploaded data. We are providing 4 features inside files report – view data, delete, prediction and 

analysis. 

5. My Account: user can see the details of the account. 

6. Change Password: Our system also provides the feature of changing the password. If the user forgets the password, then he/she 

can easily access this feature. 

IV. RESULTS: 

Below figure shows the implementation of our ARA – Credit Card Fraud Detection System. 

 

               
figure.4.1. Login Page                                                             figure.4.2. Home Page 

 

figure.4.1 and figure.4.2 represents the login page & home page of ARA – Credit Card Fraud Detection System.. 

 

           
                                          figure.4.3. Dashboard                                                       figure.4.4. uploading Data 

 

Above figure.4.3 represents the dashboard of ARA – Credit Card Fraud Detection System. 

Above figure.4.4 represents the user uploading data of ARA – Credit Card Fraud Detection System 

 

           
                            figure.4.5 uploading single/Multiple Data                        figure.4.6. Access the features for dataset                               

 

 

Above figure.4.5 & figure.4.6 represents uploading data and accessing features of ARA – Credit Card Fraud Detection System 

 

 

            
                                   figure.4.7. View uploaded data                                            figure.4.8. Prediction of data 

 

Above figure.4.7 & figure.4.8 represents uploaded data & prediction of data. 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE:  
 

Our study demonstrates the importance and effectiveness of using machine learning techniques for credit card fraud 

detection. Through the analysis of transaction data and the application of various machine learning algorithms, we can able to 

identify fraudulent transactions [12]. This not only helps financial institutions to save millions of dollars annually but also enhances 

the security and trust of cardholders. 

Looking ahead, future research could focus on further improving the performance of fraud detection models by 

incorporating more advanced machine learning algorithms, such as deep learning and ensemble methods. Additionally, the 

integration of real-time data streams and the use of anomaly detection techniques could enhance the system's ability to detect 

emerging fraud patterns. 

The future scope of credit card fraud detection is vast and evolving, with the enormous increase of fraudsters. We have 

now discovered fraudulent activity but we have not prevented it. Preventing known and unknown fraud in real time is not easy but 

it is feasible. 
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